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Abstract: Accurately determining the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone in the overlying strata
of the goaf is the key to find the height of the long horizontal borehole in the roof. In order to
determine the height, in this study we chose the 6306 working face of Tangkou Coal Mine in China
as a research example and used both the theoretical model and discrete element method (DEM)
numerical simulation to find the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone and applied the height to
drill a long horizontal borehole in the roof of the 6303 working face. Furthermore, the borehole was
utilized to deep into the roof for coalbed methane drainage and the results were compared with
conventional gas drainage measures from other aspects. The height of the gas-guiding fracture zone
was found to be 48.57 m in theoretical model based on the bulk coefficient and the void ratio and
to be 51.19 m in the DEM numerical simulation according to the temporal and spatial variation
characteristics of porosity. Taking both the results of theoretical analysis and numerical simulation
into consideration, we determined that gas-guiding fracture zone is 49.88 m high and applied it to
drill a long horizontal borehole deep into the roof in the 6303 working face field. Compared with
conventional gas drainage measures, we found that the long horizontal borehole has the high stability,
high efficiency and strong adaptability for methane drainage.

Keywords: long horizontal borehole; bulk coefficient; DEM; gas-guiding fracture zone; gas drainage

1. Introduction

Coalbed methane (CBM) refers to methane released from the coalbed during and after its mining.
With the increase of coal mining depth and coal production in China, CBM-induced accidents occur
more frequently and seriously, posing a huge threat to coal mine safety production. According to
statistics from relevant Chinese authorities, about 10% of coal mine accidents from 2005 to 2015 were
induced by CBM [1], as shown in Figure 1. Compared with other kinds of accidents, CBM-induced
disasters inflicted great loss on Chinese coal mines, and the difficulty for effectively preventing and
controlling them becomes ever greater [2].

CBM drainage is the most basic measure to prevent and control gas accidents. Researchers have
deeply studied the measure from their different research angles. Karacan mainly reviewed Australian
coal mine gas drainage measures from his geological point of view [3]. Palmer examined and analyzed
the CBM resources of coal mining in the United States from the perspective of coalbed permeability [4].
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Figure 1. CBM-induced accidents from 2005 to 2015.

Su et al. analyzed the gas drainage measures applied to the coal mines of Queensland and
solved energy and economic problems [5]. Wang et al. employed their directional borehole gas
drainage measures to Daning Coal Mine and Baijigou Coal Mine in China considering the drilling
drainage efficiency [6]. However, due to the complexity of CBM generation conditions as the high
pressure, strong adsorption, low permeability, etc., gas drainage from the original coal seam is very
difficult [7]. Therefore, many scholars provide a good theoretical basis for how to improve gas
emission by establishing mathematical models for nonlinear flow and control coal mine gas drainage
by establishing nonlinear seepage mathematical models, using nuclear magnetic physics experiments,
diffusion coefficients to control gas diffusion, etc. [8–10]. The theoretical basis for how to increase the
amount of gas extraction is provided.

Currently, the most effective measure for gas extraction is the use of mining-induced fracture zone
to drain and control the gas from the working face and mined-out area. The principle is that because
the working face is affected by mining, adsorbed methane is released from the coal walls of the face
and the mined-out area and gradually migrates to the fracture zone to form a methane enrichment
zone. Different researchers have performed researches and analyses to verify the rationality of the
fracture zone as the methane enrichment zone. Wang et al. combined numerical simulations with
similar simulation experiments to analyze the formation of fracture zone based on the characteristics
of spatiotemporal distribution of pores and fractures [11]. Chu et al. used the theory of porous media
fluid mechanics to study methane migration and found that the gas eventually flows into the fracture
zone and accumulates in pores and cracks in the zone [12]. Szlązak et al. proposed and used a CBM
drainage gallery drilled into the coalbed situated above or below the worked seam prior to its longwall
excavation [13].

Both the high level roof boreholes and high level roof roadways are two most commonly used
methods for coalbed gas drainage and gas limit control by the mining-induced fracture zone [14].
Among them, the former has the advantages of strong pertinence, small construction and simple
operation [15]. However, with the advance of the coal mining face and the caving-in of the roof,
the high level roof boreholes could be cut, blocked or leaked, and have shortcomings of a short
extraction time and low utilization rate. Sun et al. found that the latter has the advantages of large
drainage capacity and high concentration [16], however, the roadway construction and working face
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coal mining operations cannot be carried out at the same time, making it difficult to increase the coal
mining capacity and decrease the coal mining cycle.

A new method for improving gas drainage is represented by using a long horizontal borehole in
the roof, and the model diagram is shown in Figure 2. This method not only has a series of advantages
including the large drainage volume, short construction period, and low mining cost [1,17], but also
overcomes the shortcomings of commonly used gas drainage measures. Both the roadway excavation
and drilling work amounts are greatly decreased, and to a certain extent, the need to re-drill boreholes
is eased with the working face advancing. In the case of weak structural coalbeds and strata, necessary
branch boreholes can also be drilled for further gas drainage and have been widely used in US and
Australian coal mines [18,19]. However, the key to drill a long horizontal borehole in the roof is the
first fixing of the height of the fracture zone, or gas-guiding crack zone induced by mining.

At present, the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone are mostly determined by researchers
based on their empirical formula obtained from their statistical analyses of worked coal mines, and
their obtained results also have greater differences from mined practices on the fields. At the same
time, few studies on the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone subject to mining are reported [11].

Figure 2. Schematic of a long horizontal borehole and related branch holes drilled for CBM drainage in
worked seam.

In this work we chose the 6306 working face of Tangkou Coal Mine in China as the example
for CBM drainage by using a long horizontal borehole drilled according to the fixed height of the
gas-guiding fracture zone. The mathematical model of the height of the fallen belt determined by the
coefficient of expansion and the void ratio is obtained by theoretical derivation. The height of the
mining-induced fracture zone is determined by the empirical formula. The spatiotemporal distribution
characteristics of pores and cracks are obtained through the numerical simulation. The above in
combination with the quantitative description of the gas-guiding fracture zone are used to study the
caving-in features of overlying strata and find the height of the fracture zone. The efficiency of CBM
drainage obtained by using the long horizontal borehole in the roof was compared with that obtained
by the commonly used gas drainage measures in many aspects. The results showed that the former
was superior to the latter. Thus, this method is of significance for the coal mine to use an accurate
long horizontal borehole drilled into the roof to improve the methane drainage efficiency, reduce gas
accidents, and ensure safety production.

2. Geological and Mining Conditions of Tangkou Coal Mine

Tangkou Coal Mine is located 10 km west of Jining City (Shandong Province, China), as shown in
Figure 3. The elevation of the 6306 working face is −943.1–−905.1 m, the length of the design strike of
its coal seam is 817 m with an average length of 120 m. The thickness of its coal seam is 8.1–10.4 m
with the average thickness of 9.44 m, the dip angle is in the range of 0–7◦ with the average dip angle of
2◦, which is regarded as the flat seam whose full seam height can be mined at one time.
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Figure 3. Location of Tangkou Coal Mine, Shandong Province, China.

The geological conditions related to the 6306 working face of the coal seam are shown in Figure 4.
Its immediate roof is brownish gray and grayish black mudstone with a thickness of 2.46–7.56 m and
an average thickness of 4.87 m. The basic roof is grayish white medium sandstone with a thickness of
3.58–6.54 m and an average thickness of 4.73 m. No collapse column development was observed in the
overall plane. According to relevant information, coalbed 3 coal dust is explosive.

Figure 4. Typical geological log profile of No. 6306 Face and its overlying and underlying strata.

According to relevant information [20], the Tangkou Coal Mine belongs to the gas mine type, and
the volume of gas emission from the 6306 working face is 3.05 m3/t. According to Article 145 of the
2011 edition of the Coal Mine Safety Regulations promulgated by the State Administration of Coal
Mine Safety and the provisions of Article 4.1.1 of the Mine Gas Drainage Specifications (AQ1027-2006),
if the absolute gas gushing quantity of a coal mining face is greater than 5 m3/min or the absolute gas
gushing quantity of a heading face is greater than 3 m3/min, the ventilation method used is difficult to
lower the quantities, gas drainage measures should be adopted.
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Since the absolute gas gushing quantity from the 6306 working face is calculated to be 7.03 m3/min,
the traditional gas drainage measures cannot ensure the safe mining of the coal seam, therefore,
the 6306 working face must take gas drainage measures to control gas emission within limits by using
the long horizontal borehole through roof.

3. Analysis of Gas-Guiding Fracture Zone Height

3.1. Theoretical Analysis of Gas-Guiding Fracture Zone Height

Affected by coal seam excavation, the direct roof and the basic roof of the coal seam are compressed
and collapsed to form a collapse zone [21]. On the vertical top of the direct roof, pores and cracks in
the strata randomly expand and coalesce with one another to form a dynamically changing fracture
zone. Gas adsorbed on the coal seam gradually desorbs and flows through penetrative crannies to the
working face and the goaf [22]. Because the mining-induced fissure zone provides access and space for
the pressure relief gas flow and reservoir in the coal seam or adjacent coal seams, the caving-in zone
and the mining-induced fissure zone are collectively referred to as the gas-guiding fracture zone [11].
Due to the presence of the zone, gas migrates to the breaking development zone and flows to the
detachment development zone located in the mining-induced fracture zone.

Because the accumulated concentration of gas continuously heightens in the gas-guiding fracture
zone, it is necessary using the long horizontal borehole in the roof for gas drainage and control
to determine the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone consisting of both the caving zone and
mining-induced fracture zone. For this, we consider the overlying strata properties combining with
the coalbed parameters as the dip angle, thickness, etc., to establish a mathematical analysis model.

(1) Caving-in zone height

Palchik uses the bulk coefficient to derive the following mathematical model to control the
overlying strata [22]:

HI =
h− d

(Kp − 1) cos α
(1)

where HI is the height of the caving zone and depends on h, the height of mining, and Kp, the bulk
coefficient (1.3 taken here). d is the actual sinking quantity of the immediate roof, and α is the coal
seam inclination angle (0 taken here). The bulk coefficient Kp is defined as the volumetric increment of
the fallen rock and is the ratio between the volume of fallen rock related to time t and the volume in its
initial state.

Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

H =
(1− λ)h

(Kp − 1) cos α
(2)

where 0 < λ < 1 is the surface subsidence coefficient of the caving-in zone. When λ = 0, the rock layer
ruptures and the surface does not sink, and when λ = 1, the top plate gradually sinks and contacts the
bottom plate.

Xia et al. utilized the Menger sponge model to find the void volume fractal dimension D of the
fallen rock mass in the gas-guiding fracture zone [23]:

D =
ln(Ni/Ni+1)

ln(ri/ri+1)
(3)

where ri and ri+1 are the i-th and i + 1-th measures of the feature size in the collapse rock mass; Ni and
Ni+1 correspond to the numbers of collapse rocks in the goaf at the ri and ri+1 feature sizes, respectively.
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Furthermore, the relationship of the porosity P to the fractal dimension D of the loose rock in the
gas-guiding fracture zone is described as

P =
V −M/ρ

V
= 1− ρr3−D

max

ρ(r3−D
max − r3−D

min )
(4)

where rmax = 3
√

bL∑ h is the propulsive distance of the working face periodic weighting, where b is the
working face width, m; L is the working face advancing length, m; rmin is the radium of most smallest,
abundant, and severely broken rock mass in the overburden.

Finally, the equation to calculate residual broken expansion coefficient is obtained:

K′p =
Kp

1 + P
+ ε (5)

where P is the total fractal void fraction of the fallen rock mass; ε is the corrected parameter and is
affected by the lithology of the collapse rock.

Putting Equation (5) into Equation (2), we obtain Equation (6), which means that when the
working face advances to the infinity, the collapse rock mass fills the entire goaf, the height of the entire
gas-guiding fracture zone becomes:

HI =
(1− λ)h[

(K′p − ε)(1 + P)− 1
]
cosα

(6)

Since the rock mass with the particle size of 0.125–0.5 m in the collapse rock mass of the 6306
working face of Tangkou Coal Mine accounts for the largest proportion and the hardness of the rock
layer is small, we take ε = 0 in Equation (6), thus Equation (6) is simplified to:

HI =
(1− λ)h[

K′p(1 + P)− 1
]
cosα

(7)

(2) Height of mining-induced fracture zone

According to the movement and failure features of overlying strata affected by mining, the
empirical formula used to calculate the height of the mining-induced fracture zone is shown as follows:

HII =
100h

ah + b
± c (8)

where 2.7 < a <7 and 16 < b < 63 are two coefficients that depend on the lithology of the formation,
c is the mean square deviation. According to the statistics of coal mine empirical formula [24], three
constants, a, b and c, are determined as a = 4.7, b = 19, and c = 2.2, putting them into Equation (8),
we have:

HII =
100h

4.7h + 19
± 2.2 (9)

Based on the actual conditions of the 6306 working face of Tangkou Coal Mine, the height of the
caving-in zone is calculated to be 31.47 m, the height of the mining-induced fracture zone is 17.1 m,
and the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone is finally determined to be 48.57 m.

3.2. Numerical Analysis of Gas-Guiding Fracture Zone Height

3.2.1. Particle Discrete Element Software PFC2D Principle

A two-dimensional particle flow code (PFC2D 5.0) was developed By Cundall and Strack [25] to
apply the distinct element method (DEM) to solve coalrock mechanical problems. Based on Newton’s
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second law of motion, the DEM, is software used to simulate the structure and motion law of distinct
particulate matter and to determine the overall evolution law of the particle model.

Since PFC2D has no limitation on the displacement size, it can combine particles to form an
arbitrary shape, and impart its physical-mechanical behavior, and simulate rock fractures and
separations [26]. In the simulation process, microscopic information such as fissure is tracked to
reveal the potential mechanism of rock formation collapse. The PFC2D adopts the method of time-step
iteration, the second law of Newton and the force-displacement relationship are repeatedly used
between particles and between particle contacts, and the wall setting is consecutively renewed in
real time to form a loop calculation. Figure 5 shows such a specific loop calculation relationship.
The Newton’s second law is used to determine the force between the particle contacts, and the
force-displacement relationship updates the contact force due to the relative motion of the particles.

Figure 5. Schematic of using PFC2D for a loop calculation about Newton’s second law and
force-displacement relationship.

PFC2D is used to simulate the mechanical behavior of simulated materials by establishing the
constitutive model considering interparticle contact, including stiffness model, bond model, and slip
model [27]. The model does not have a bond between particles by default. There are two types of
particle bonding models allowable to be established: the contact-bond model and the parallel-bonded
model, respectively. Figure 6 schematically shows the latter one. Because the parallel-bonded model
can be applied to more realistically simulate coal rock materials under shear fracture or tension fracture,
this study chose the parallel-bonded model.

Figure 6. Schematic of parallel-bonded model. kn and ks are the normal and shear stiffnesses of particles,
respectively; Rmax and Rmin are the large and small particle radii in two intercontacting particles,
respectively; Fn and Fs are the normal and shear contacting forces between particles, respectively; kn

and ks are the normal and shear stiffnesses of parallel bonding particles, respectively.

3.2.2. Macroscopic and Fine Parameter Selection and Inversion

Wang et al. used DEM to simulate rock mass through compressive resistance and tensile tests, and
obtained the relationship between the macroscopic and microscopic parameters of the rock mass [28].
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Table 1. Macroscopic and microscopic physic and mechanical parameters of No.6303 Face and its overly and underlying strata.

Stratum Lithology
Macroscopic Parameters Mesoscopic Parameters

Poisson’s
Ratio

Elastic
Modulus

Tensile
Strength (MPa)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Internal Friction
Angle (◦) Krat Emod

(GPa)
Kn

(GPa)
Ks

(GPa)
Pb-kn
(GPa)

Pb-ks
(GPa)

J21 Fine-grained sandstone 0.15 7.09 4.66 11.05 39.4 1.2 4.5 9 7.4 5.6 4.7
J20 Siltstone 0.23 18.1 1.36 6.32 36 1.76 12.7 25.4 14.3 15.8 9
J19 Mudstone 0.24 8.91 4.66 11.05 36 1.76 6.3 13.3 7.3 8.3 4.3
J18 Siltstone 0.24 8.91 3.06 5.77 36 1.76 6.3 13.3 7.3 8.3 4.3
J17 Fine-grained sandstone 0.14 17.25 2.58 4.35 38.8 1.39 10.8 21.6 18.8 13.5 11.8
J16 Medium-grained sandstone 0.18 15.36 1.36 6.32 35.3 1.39 10.1 20.2 14.5 12.6 9.1
J15 Mudstone 0.15 7.1 1.6 7.6 39.4 1.2 4.5 9 7.46 5.6 4.6
J14 Fine-grained sandstone 0.17 7.38 1.36 6.32 38.8 1.32 4.8 9.6 7.2 6 4.5
J13 Siltstone 0.15 7.09 3.06 5.77 35.4 1.2 4.5 9 7.4 5.6 4.6
J12 Medium-grained sandstone 0.14 17.25 1.36 6.32 38.8 1.14 10.8 21.6 18.8 13.5 11.8
J11 Fine-grained sandstone 0.15 7.09 2.58 4.35 39.4 1.2 4.5 9 7.4 5.6 4.6
J10 Mudstone 0.18 15.36 1.42 7.6 34.3 1.39 10.1 20.2 14.5 12.6 9
J9 Siltstone 0.15 7.25 2.58 4.35 36.4 1.2 4.6 9.2 7.6 5.7 4.7
J8 Fine-grained sandstone 0.18 15.36 1.6 7.6 35.3 1.39 10.1 20.2 14.5 12.6 9
J7 Siltstone 0.15 7.25 1.33 7.6 35.4 1.2 4.6 9.2 7.6 5.7 4.7
J6 Fine-grained sandstone 0.27 6.86 3.06 5.77 42.6 2.13 5.1 10.2 4.7 6.3 2.9
J5 Medium-grained sandstone 0.15 7.25 1.33 6.32 35.4 1.2 4.6 9.2 7.6 5.7 4.7
J4 Mudstone 0.27 6.86 2.58 4.35 42.6 2.13 5.1 10.2 4.7 6.3 2.9
J3 Coal seam 3 0.14 16.26 1.33 2.42 38 1.14 10.18 21.6 18.8 13.5 11.8
J2 Siltstone 0.27 6.86 3.06 6.32 42.6 2.13 5.1 10.2 4.7 6.3 2.9
J1 Fine-grained sandstone 0.18 15.36 4.66 11.58 35 1.39 10.1 20.2 14.5 12.6 9.1

Note: Krat is the normal-to-shear stiffness ratio; Emod the effective modulus; Pb-kn and Pb-ks are the normal and shear stiffnesses, respectively.
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Based on their found relationship, the microparameters can be obtained by inversion calculation
according to the initial macro-parameters set initially. Table 1 shows the microscopic geological
parameters of Tangkou Coal Mine 6303 Face and its overly and underlying strata calculated according
to the relationship.

3.2.3. Working Face Numerical Model and Measure Arrangement

According to the geological log profile shown in Figure 4, a two-dimensional DEM numerical
model of the 6306 working face of Tangkou Coal Mine was established, as shown in Figure 7. For the
two-dimensional DEM numerical simulation, first, we assume that the length is 165 m and the height
is 115 m with a total of 21 layers; secondly, since the average dip of the coal seam is 2◦, we assume that
the coal seam is near–horizontal, and its dip angle is no longer set for simulation. In order to better
utilize the performance of the computer used in the simulation, the mesoscopic parameters such as
Krat, Emod, Kn, Ks, Pb-Kn, and Pb-Ks in each coal bed are assigned. The designed model has a porosity
of 0.08, the maximum and minimum particle sizes of 0.5 m and 0.3 m, respectively, and the particle
size ratio of 1.66. We believe that the overall proportion is reasonable. In the model, the particles are
only allowed to move vertically, and the bottom boundary is considered as a constraint for movement.

In the simulation, the unique “Measure” command of the code PFC2D is used to monitor the
development of overburden fractures, model deformation, and model porosity change. Meanwhile,
the command is also used to divide the range of the gas-guiding fracture zone, with the measure
particle size of 2.5 m and the range of 23 rows × 33 columns, so with a total of 759 measurement circles.

Figure 7. Schematic of the numerical simulation model for No.6303 face. The circle is used to monitor
the dynamic change of porosity data.

This DEM simulation simplifies the real working face and mainly neglects the effects of joint
fissures, working face support and significant anisotropy in sedimentary rock masses. The macroscopic
parameters and mesoscopic parameters of the DEM model are set up in the same way as the actual
situation for the purpose to simply study the development law of the overlying strata fractures in the
goaf and the distribution of porosity.

3.2.4. Analysis of Fissure and Porosity Changes

The advancement of the working face causes the fracture and collapse of the overlying strata,
generating a large amount of cracks in the front of the working face. These cracks extend and propagate
outwards and together with a large amount of original pores, coal-series strata bedding and joints form
the so-called gas-guiding fracture zone. According to their formation mechanisms, these fractures can
be divided into two types: one is the original voids and fissures unaffected by the mining and formed
under original geological conditions and the other is the secondary fissures induced by mining.
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The porosity is an important parameter used to study the porous properties of coal rocks. Its
spatial distribution changes with the face heading and the overburden strata moving. Characteristic of
randomness and heterogeneity, the generation, development, propagation and coalescence of cracks
provides a basis for the formation of methane migration channels. Using the PFC2D can track the
dynamic change in porosity and extract its data over time as well as analyze the evolution process of
fracture initiation, expansion, coalescence, and finally, penetration through rock formation. Figure 8
shows the dynamic evolution of cracks with the advance of the working face.

Figure 8. Dynamic evolution of cracks and porosity simulated with PFC2D, showing changes in cracks
in overburden strata during heading to 12 m, 22 m (a), 33 m, and 42 m (c) prior to the face; and changes
in porosity at 12 m, 22 m (b) and 33 m, and 42 m (d). The changes in porosity level are denoted by the
change in color scale through the corresponding numerical value.

From Figure 8a,b, it is clear that when coal mining advances to 22 m, the immediate roof loses its
supporting effect and undergoes fracture and collapse. At this time, cracks germinate and develop in
the basic roof, and the porosity at the mining position becomes larger and the range expands. However,
because the basic roof still has a supporting effect, the porosity at the other positions has not changed,
and no cracks are formed temporarily inside the overlying strata.

In Figure 8c,d, when coal mining heads to 33 m, the basic roof loses its support and the slump
height is 9.6 m. The porosity at the mining location gradually increases to 0.48, while it at the goaf
gradually reduces to 0.14 due to the accumulation of gangue. At this time, obviously, cracks develop
along the vertical direction until reaching the basic roof.

From Figure 9a,b, it is clear that when coal mining advances to 62 m, the overlying formation forms
a coordinated movement of the overall structure, further gradually forming a stable gob structure, and
fractures continue to develop. Meanwhile, the porosity at the position of 14.9 m above the mining
position gradually increases to 0.21, while the porosity at the remaining positions keeps unchanged.
At the mining position, cracks gradually germinate and develop, and at other positions no evident
change is visible.
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When coal mining advances to 81 m, due to the existence of key stratum 1, the overburden
stratum under key stratum 1 has suffered a large area collapse with a cyclical caving-in, as shown in
Figure 9c,d. When the fracture extends to key stratum 1, and the height of the separation layer has no
a clear change, the porosity at the mining location gradually increases to 0.35, and the porosity at the
goaf gradually decreases to 0.13.

Figure 9. Dynamic evolution of cracks and porosity simulated with PFC2D, showing change in cracks
in overburden strata during heading to 62 m (a) and 81 m (c) prior to the face, and changes in porosity
at 62 m (b) and 81 m (d). The changes in porosity level are denoted by the change in color scale through
the corresponding numerical value.

From Figure 10a,b, it is clear that when coal mining advances to 91 m, the bearing load caused by
the overlying strata exceeds the bearing capacity of key stratum 1, causing key stratum 1 to lose control
with a large area of periodical collapse and the overlying strata to move accordingly. Meanwhile
the porosity is stratified, the porosity at the lower part changes obviously, the porosity at the upper
part changes little over mining. Therefore, the fracture gradually develops vertically upward to key
stratum 2.

As shown in Figure 10c,d, when coal mining advances to 103 m, key stratum 2 turns to the
boundary, the stratum below key stratum 2 moves accordingly at a large scale. The overlying strata
experience a periodical collapse and the coal seam at the excavation location and the collapsed strata are
gradually compacted, causing the porosity to gradually decrease to 0.15, and the porosity stratification
area under key stratum 2 gradually increase. At this time, the fracture fully penetrates followed by the
formation of a methane migration channel.
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Figure 10. Dynamic evolution of cracks and porosity simulated with PFC2D, showing changes in cracks
in overburden strata as heading to 91 m (a) and 103 m (c) prior to the face; and changes in porosity to
91 m (b) and 103 m (d). The changes in porosity level are denoted by the change in color scale through
the corresponding numerical value.

In general, the changes in porosity at the early stage of mining occur in the lower part of key
stratum 1. The closer to the working face, the more obvious the change of porosity is. With the
extraction continuously advancing, the range of porosity changes as the width of the advancement
increases, and the height of change also increases. The dynamically varying features of porosity
are consistent with the migration characters of overlying strata. Therefore, the study of the strata
abscission-compacting-closing phenomenon of rock formation can be analyzed by the dynamic
variation law of porosity.

3.2.5. Gas-Guiding Fracture Zone Division

Figure 11 shows the porosity data set collected at 122 m prior to the working face and the division
of the fracture zone area according to the porosity distribution characteristics.

The gas-guiding fracture zone shown in Figure 11 can be divided into four zones. Zone I is
dominated by vertical fractures with high fissure development and obvious porosity change, so it is
the main methane reservoir area and methane migration channel and also the best zone to drill and
lay on the long horizontal borehole in the roof for CBM drainage, with the slump height of 51.19 m.
The porosity of Zone II is distributed evenly and stably. With the continuous advancement of the
working face, the overlying strata of the coal seam is partially filled with the goaf, the uncollapsed area
also gradually subsides, the height of the free space gradually decreases, and the original separation
phenomenon gradually compacts and closes. Until the geological conditions of the collapse are not
satisfied, the rock layer itself forms a stable structure and has very small fissures cutting through
the strata. Thus, it is unlikely to accumulate a great amount of methane. The change of porosity in
Zone III is similar to that in Zone II. Combined with the analysis of collapse features, it is certain that
the stratification of rock formation and the changes of porosity are caused by continuous subsidence.
The overall zonal structure is relatively intact with a low fissure development and a small number of
fissures in this zone form a methane migration channel. Therefore, methane reservoir is less at the
position below key stratum 2. The remaining zone is Zone IV, the “undisturbed zone”, and the porosity
in this zone is invariable, thus in it exist only original fissures.
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Figure 11. The gas-guiding fracture zone at 122 m prior to the working face can be divided by PFC2D

simulated porosity distribution data into four zones: fracture development zone (I), stability zone (II),
stratification zone (III), and undisturbed zone (IV). The fissure development zone of 51.19 in height
includes the caving-in zone and the mining- induced fracture zone.

According to the numerical simulation of the 6306 working face in Tangkou Coal Mine, and taking
the caving law of overlying strata and the spatio-temporal distribution of porosity into consideration,
the height of the gas-conducting fracture zone is 51.19 m.

4. Field Application

4.1. Design of Methane Drainage Measures

Figure 12 shows the layout of methane drainage by the long horizontal borehole for No. 6303
working face of Tangkou Come Mine. Finding the height of the gas-guiding fracture zone is the key
to design the long horizontal borehole in the roof of the 6306 working face. Since the coal seam and
its overlying strata are not weak structures, branch holes are not used for gas drainage. In order
to prove the safety, high efficiency, and low cost of the long horizontal borehole in the roof, some
positions are chosen to compare with those of high level boreholes in the roof, as shown in Figure 12 (a).
Since the key to the two gas drainage measures is to determine the height of the gas-guiding fracture
zone, through theoretical analyses, the heights of both the caving-in zone and the mining-induced
fracture zone are found to be 16.3 m and 33.27 m, respectively. Hence, the height of the gas-guiding
fracture zone is calculated to be 48.57 m, while the height obtained by numerical simulation is 51.19 m.
Therefore, the actual height of the gas-guiding fracture zone is chosen to be their average, 49.88 m.

An ZYWL-6000D hydraulic directional drilling machine was used to drill the long horizontal
borehole in the roof in the 1# drilling field close to the stoppage line, and other three directional
boreholes at 21◦, 24◦ and 27◦ elevation angles, respectively. According to the height of the obtained
gas-guiding fracture zone, the drilled holes were level when the drilling height reached 26 m, 46 m
and 48 m, respectively, the total length of three boreholes was 570 m, as shown in Figure 12b.
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Figure 12. Layout of methane drainage system for No. 6306 working face. (a) Projection for drilling
the long horizontal borehole in roof and the roof high level boreholes; (b) Lateral view of the long
horizontal borehole through roof; (c) Lateral view of the roof high level boreholes.

A total of five sets of drilling rigs were set up in the high level boreholes in the roof, and each
group had 3 drilling holes. The 1# drilling field was 606 m away from the stop line (Figure 12a). And
as shown in Figure 12c, three boreholes with spacing of 8 m in the vertical direction were drilled at
21◦, 24◦ and 27◦ elevation angles, respectively. Among them, the 3# borehole was 50.15 m from the
bottom plate. Table 2 shows the comparison of drilling parameters of the two types of gas drainage
measures: the long horizontal borehole and the high level borehole measures. The diameter of these
boreholes was 96 mm. All the three boreholes were connected to high negative pressure (45 kPa)
drainage pipes for gas drainage. According to the above conditions, since the long horizontal borehole
has less construction and longer service period than the high level boreholes, the low cost of the former
measure is self-evident.

Table 2. Comparison in drilling parameters for gas drainage between long horizontal borehole and
high level boreholes.

Quantity
Average
Length

(m)

Diameter
(mm)

Distance of the
Hole from the
Drill Floor (m)

Spacing of Drilling
Field in the Direction
of Working Face (m)

Normal
Suction

Pressure (kPa)

Roof high level boreholes 5 90 96 2 50 45
Roof long horizontal borehole 2 570 96 2.5 550 45

4.2. Comparative Analysis for Two Measure Gas Drainage Effects

Gas drainage from the working face undergoes three stages: the mixing of two measures in the
early stage, the long horizontal borehole measure in the middle, and the high level borehole measure
in the late. In the following, through analyzing the change of methane concentration in the discharge
outlet and in the return airflow (Figure 13), the change of methane purity and coal face gas emission
(Figure 14), as well as the change of methane concentration in return airflow corner, with the time, we
tried to determine the advantages of the roof long horizontal borehole measure.

As shown in Figure 13, in the early stage, because the initial layouts of the two extraction measures
make gas drainage instable, the methane concentration in the return airflow reaches a maximum of
0.32%. In the middle stage, the long horizontal borehole in the roof is pumped alone. The methane
concentration at the discharge port gradually increases with the average concentration of about 12%
and methane concentration in the return air flow is negatively correlated with the concentration of
gas drainage.
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Figure 13. Relationships of methane concentrations in both discharge outlet and return airflow to time.
Short-term shutdown occurs due to equipment maintenance problems. Red broken line: variation in
methane concentration in the return air flow after the roof long horizontal borehole used. Green fold
line: variation in methane concentration in the return air flow after the roof high level borehole used.
Blue broken line: change in methane concentration at the discharge outlet.

In the late stage, with the roof high level boreholes continue to advance with the working face,
some boreholes failure, resulting in an instable gas extraction. Thus, the average methane concentration
at the discharge port is about 6%, while the methane concentration in the return flow is positively
correlated with the concentration of gas drainage. Therefore, the roof long horizontal borehole for
methane drainage is not only highly stable but also highly efficient in methane drainage, which is
about two-fold of that of the roof high level boreholes. Thus, the former measure can more effectively
reduce the methane concentration in the return air flow.

From Figure 14 it is clear that in the early stage, the amount of methane emissions out of the
working face is relatively high, with an average of about 4.78 m3/min. Because the different efficiencies
of two gas drainage measures cause their pure methane drainage volumes to be different, the pure
methane drainage volume using the long horizontal borehole in the roof is about 1.56 m3/min, which
is about 32% of the total methane emission quantity. The average amount of gas drainage from the roof
of the working face using the high level boreholes is about 1.09 m3/min, which is about 22.8% of the
total methane emission quantity. In the middle stage, the amount of gas emission from the working
face of up to 3.76 m3/min is unstable, at this time, the pure methane drainage volume using the long
horizontal borehole in the roof is negatively correlated with the amount of gas emission out of the face,
and the methane drainage effect is obvious. In the late stage, the amount of gas emission from the
working face is pyramid-shaped with its peak of up to 7.6 m3/min, the overall change trend is similar
to that of the volume of pure methane drainage by using the roof high level boreholes. Its gas drainage
effect is not obvious. In summary, the long horizontal borehole is highly efficient, and its effect of the
pure methane drainage volume is obviously better than that of the roof high level boreholes.
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Figure 14. The variation of working face methane emission and drainage scalar over time.

The wind speed at the return airflow corner is low, thus the gas accumulation is prone to increasing
and an important parameter for analyzing the efficiency of gas drainage. Figure 15 shows the variation
of methane concentration at the return airflow corner in the whole stage. From the figure, clearly, in
the early stage, the effect of gas drainage at the corner is not obvious as methane concentration barely
changes. In the middle stage, due to its strong adaptability, the long horizontal borehole as a whole
always maintains a stable gas drainage at the corner, significantly reducing methane concentration.
In the late stage, because the roof high level borehole has to continuously update their drilling sites
with the advance of the working face, gas drainage and recovery become very instable and unobvious.
Therefore, the methane concentration at the corner increases significantly.

Figure 15. Changes in the concentration of CH4 in the return airflow corner over time.
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In summary, both theoretical analysis and numerical simulation are combined to find the height
of the gas-guiding fracture zone. Based on the obtained height, the long horizontal borehole in the
roof is accurately constructed and used for methane drainage, and compared with the roof high level
borehole in the field. The results proved that the long horizontal borehole in the roof has high stability,
high efficiency and strong adaptability over the high level borehole. Thus, this measure can provide a
theoretical basis for gas drainage in coal mines.

5. Conclusions

In this study we chose the 6306 working face of Tangkou Coal Mine as the engineering background.
We: (1) determined the height of its caving-in zone based on a mathematical model using the bulk
coefficient and void ratio, (2) the caving-in characters of the overlying strata of the coal seam and the
development height of the fracture zone and obtained the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics
of the porosity through DEM the numerical simulation, (3) quantitatively described the gas-guiding
fracture zone and its related zones and determined the height of its gas-guiding fracture zone. Overall,
the long horizontal borehole could be accurately constructed according to the obtained height and used
for CBM drainage experiments in the 6303 working face field. Comparison between methane drainage
by using the long horizontal borehole and the high level borehole proved that the long horizontal
borehole has the high stability, high efficiency and strong adaptability for methane drainage with its
drainage effect of about twice that of common gas drainage measures.
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